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MERCS isn’t your typical tabletop 

game. A premium is placed on 

good sound tactics. This is not a 

game where you can sit back and 

shoot each other from across the 

tabletop and hope to succeed. In 

far too many games, victory has 

more to do with what faction you 

play instead of how you play your 

faction. MERCS is very different.

Combat begins and ends with 

movement. Everyone can shoot; 

survivors know when to shoot and 

when to move to a better position. 

If you learn to marry solid tactics 

with unit strength, then perhaps 

you can call yourself a MERCS 

player.

First, learn to think tactically. 

Suppress and move. Maintain 

squad cohesiveness without 

offering a juicy grenade target. 

Second, learn your MegaCon. 

Each MegaCon has intrinsic 

strengths. Learn them, then adapt 

the tactic you have learned to take 

advantage of what your faction has 

to offer.

Third, learn the lessons from the 

examples in this book. Firing 

Numbers are set high; lower FNs 

are only rewarded for quality 

strategies that enable you to out 

maneuver your opponent. 

SETUP
MERCS is a skirmish game intended to be played in a more confi ned area 
than massive army miniature games. MERCS units represent special 5 person 
security and reconnaissance forces suited to close quarter fi ghting; large 
battlefi elds are for tanks, air-to-ground weaponry, and air-to-air weaponry. To 
accurately refl ect those close quarter confl icts on the tabletop, MERCS should 
be played in a 2’ x 3’ area. 

Moreover, the locations that MERCS are often sent into are congested urban 
areas, so make sure there are some structures and cover on the battlefi eld. In 
particular, opposing squads of MERCS should not be able to draw line-of-sight 
to each other on the fi rst turn, unless a scenario demands it. There should 
always be an option to have an unmolested fi rst round of movement.

CHOOSING SQUAD MEMBERS
Players choose fi ve MERCS archetypes to include in his or her squad. There 
are no right answers, but there are some restrictions when choosing your 
team. Players can only fi eld a particular MERCS archetype one time. In other 
words, a CCC player cannot fi eld two Incinerators. Players need not select an 
Assault Leader, even if leaving one out is an unwise choice.

PLACEMENT
Miniatures are placed in alternating order based off a single player set up roll. 
There are no restrictions on trooper placement save one; the miniature must 
be within one card of the edge of the game area. The player with the highest 
roll places one fi gure, then the other player, and so on until all ten MERCS 
have been placed. After placement, each player is allowed one, and only one, 
adjustment starting with the person with the lowest initiative. The adjustment 
cannot be such that it forces another fi gure to relocate or move in any way. An 
adjustment move is not mandatory.

THE CARD
1. MOVEMENT POINTS (MP)
Movement Points represent the number of cards a miniature may move. 
Movement points are located in the upper left portion of the MERCS Game Card.

There are two numbers that can represent MP: the base number and the 
modifi ed number. In many cases, MERCS will have only base MP, appearing 
in the large circle. When MP are modifi ed by a Personal Abilities, a second 
number appears in a smaller circle next to the larger circle. When present, the 
modifi ed MP bubble should be used to determine actual movement.

MODIFIED STATS
When a basic stat is modifi ed by a Personal Ability or Corporate 
character, the modifi ed number appears next to the base number in a 
smaller circle or parenthetical. In this way, the player doesn’t need to 
wonder if the stat has already been altered.

In cases where the stat isn’t modifi ed unless certain criteria are met 
beforehand, all the affected stats and the ability are asterisked as a 
reminder to the player that the number can be modifi ed.

© 2012 MERCS Miniatures LLC. All rights 
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2. REACTION
Reaction is located in the upper right corner 
of every MERCS card. It is in conjunction with 
the Initiative roll to determine Initiative order. 
Reaction is also used as the defense number in 
melee combat. The higher the Reaction the better 
the miniature is in hand-to-hand combat. 

3. CLASS/ARCHETYPE
This is a quick reference tool for determining 
what card goes with what miniature. It is 
supplemented with an image.

4. COURAGE
The Courage stat is used when a MERCS unit is 
under fi re and still must act. It is very important 
when playing with the Advanced Combat 
Maneuvers Suppression. 

5. MELEE
Melee is a stat that can have either a plus sign 
and number (+#) or dash. (--).

6. REPAIR
Repair is used in any attempt to fi x broken armor 
or disarm traps. 

10. ARMOR VALUE
Armor Value measures how tough a MERCS’ armor is. 
Armor Value is located in the shield, in the lower left 
hand corner of the card. The higher this number the 
better armor a trooper has. The lowest Armor Value in 
the game is 1; the highest is 4. 

11. ARMOR FAILURE
After a MERC is hit, Armor Failure must be checked to 
see if there was any system damage. Armor Failure is 
located in the lower right hand portion of the card and is 
represented by a broken shield icon.

12. PERSONAL ABILITIES (PA)
Each MERCS possesses unique abilities that are as 
distinctive and varied as the MERCS themselves. These 
Personal Abilities can really affect how each individual 
MERCS faces the challenges of battle, and are located 
on the right side of the card.

13. CORPORATE IDENTITY
Corporate Abilities are located under the PA box. Like 
PAs, the card deals briefl y with the nature of the identity 
and what affect it has for the model and the game.

a. Weapon Strength (Wpn Str) = Helps determine if a 
weapon does damage. 

b. Firing Number (FN) = The base target number before 
any modifi ers are applied.

c. Firing Notes = Any special rules that might apply to 
the weapon.

d. Combat Class Maneuvers = Special actions a MERC 
can take.

e. Firing Diagram = Special fi ring zones created with 
cards to determine who can be targeted.

f. Throw Range = The range in cards the weapon can 
be thrown.

7. ELEVATION RATING
This is used to determine three-dimensional measurements in a 2D environment. ER1 is equal to a height of four feet.

8. BLOOD
The Blood stat is the exact number of damage needed to incapacitate the MERCS miniature. The Blood stat is 
identifi ed by the blood drop on the card. 

9. WEAPONS BOX
Everything you need to know about the damage the miniature can do is here. It is broken up between weapons and items. 
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90 DEGREE TURN
Figures are allowed one 90˚ turn per MP. The partial turn is allowed before or after the move, but not both.

THE GAME ROUND
The game is played over numerous rounds. Each round consists of three phases:

PHASE ONE: INITIATIVE
Initiative is the practice of rolling a die to determine player order. In MERCS, Initiative is rolled for each mini on 
the battlefi eld. The roll determines when the mini gets to act. For the sake of fair play, it is important to remain 
consistent with how you roll Initiative. Players cannot roll all their dice at once and give the highest numbers to 
those miniatures who need it most.

Start with the left-most miniature and roll a d10. After you roll the die, place the result next to the fi gure, then 
proceed to the next fi gure, working your way from the left to the right and from the front to the back.

D10 TIES
During activation, if two or more initiative results are the same, then the Reactions are compared. The higher 
Initiative + Reaction combination activates fi rst, and so on, down the line until all those with the same Initiatives are 
activated. 

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS
If both Reactions are the same, the result is a Simultaneous Action. These actions don’t happen often but are one of 
the things that make MERCS both unique and more realistic. Simultaneous Actions are governed by a set of special 
rules covered on page 14.

1. INITIATIVE PHASE 2. ACTION PHASE 3. REFRESH PHASE

PHASE TWO: ACTION
Within the Action phase three things can happen. 
Each player will choose to either: Move, Combat
Action, or Hold. Each activation results in only one 
of these three results.

MOVE
All movement in MERCS is based around the 
cards. The miniature can move a number of cards 
equivalent to his or her MP.

The unit begins their move in the larger half-circle 
located on the bottom of the card. It can then 
move to any of the smaller half-circles at the 
top of the card, but it may only alter its facing 
direction within 90˚: any direction change greater 
than 90˚ requires the use of 1 MP. For this reason, 
it is a good idea to mark the front facing direction 
on your MERCS miniatures.

You are not allowed to pre-measure your Move.
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3D TERRAIN AND THE CARD

In tight 3D terrain it may become necessary to 
turn the card on its edge and use the hash marks 
located on each side. See page 3. In these cases, 
the card functions like a standard measuring device. 
Players can choose to line up the front or back of the 
miniature to the forward hash mark. These locations 
simulate the side and top circles of the card.

SNAP TO COVER (S2C)

If a fi gure is within one base length of cover then that 
fi gure can snap, or quickly cross the empty distance, 
to that cover. This illustrates a trained soldier’s ability 
to make it across the remaining distance, achieve his 
or her goal, and dive behind cover. 

Snap to Cover is a very fl uid game mechanic in 
MERCS. It does not constitute a Move action. A 
miniature can only S2C once in any given string 
of movement, but it can take place before, in the 
middle of, or after any given Action. Often this means 
snapping around a corner to fi re on a target down a 
hallway or corridor. But it could just as easily be used 
to fi re down a hallway then snap around the corner 
for cover. 

BACKPEDALING

MERCS can backpedal if they need to but it is costly. 
Any Move where the card is placed in the rear 180° 
arc is considered backpedaling. It isn’t a full on sprint 
backwards but a measured retreat with weapon at the 
ready. It cost any miniature 2MP to backpedal. This 
means that some units can’t backpedal at all. 

INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENT

There are occasions where models are forced to move against their will. When affected by anything that forces 
involuntary movement, the movement is resolved immediately for all affected miniatures. Involuntary movement 
applies to functioning and broken MERCS alike. Models are pushed directly back, as close to 180˚ away as possible 
from the source of the effect. The person’s whose models are being affected makes any changes. 

If a miniature is forced to move but can’t, then that miniature receives 1 Blood and an Armor Failure check. 
Additionally, targets could be forced into Falling situations. Falling is covered below under Elevation.

Suppression does not stop Involuntary Movement—the model isn’t moving through its own power or Courage, but 
rather it is being moved. Figures on Overwatch will still be able to apply fi re if all conditions are met. 

ELEVATION IN MOVEMENT

Climbing into and out of elevated terrain is more complicated than merely moving the full length of a card. Because 
terrain in a tabletop game rarely slopes (and in the case of our terrain cards and play mats, it’s fl at), the MERCS 
miniature must use an entire MP to elevate or descend one level. In order to Move up or down a terrain level the 
miniature must move fl ush to the elevation change then stop, before using another MP to ascend or descend. In 
this very way, MERCS can move less than a card without measuring if they end fl ush with an elevation change.

More importantly, the MERCS trooper cannot move into or past an elevation or depression that exceeds the total 
number of Base Movement Points they possess. Slopes or stairs allow the MERCS to ignore the climbing limitation, 
as do certain Personal Abilities.
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CLIMBING IN 3D

Standard 28mm scale building have multiple stories in buildings but no stairs. This second fl oor is usually ER3 (12 
feet tall). MERCS are assumed to be able to ascend to the second fl oor of a building without stairs if they have a 
base MP of 3. 

If there are stairs present, then the MERCS isn’t climbing, thus their movement is unimpeded. 

MOVING IN 2D

There are unique restrictions for moving in 2D terrain. 

Miniatures cannot Move through 2D terrain. In other words, a card cannot be placed into terrain and the miniature 
moved to a circle that the model does not have LOS to. 

A card can be placed on 2D terrain if the movement isn’t on the other side of the terrain.

FALLING
A MERCS trooper can unwillingly be forced over an edge, into a falling action. When a model is forced to fall, 
the model takes 1 Blood of damage for every Elevation Rating of the fall above his or her Armor Rating. An 
Armor Failure check is also required. 

If a fi gure willingly chooses to take a swan dive off a balcony, it is a fall. All rules apply. 

Incorrect CorrectIncorrect Correct
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COMBAT ACTION
Combat Actions are any actions that take place other than Move and Hold. They can be as straightforward as fi ring 
a weapon, or as complicated as using an archetype’s Combat Class Maneuver (CCM). Combat Actions also include 
Advanced Combat Maneuvers, using Repair Kit and Med Kit, or attacking in hand-to-hand (H2H). 

COMBAT
The core of any table top miniature game is the combat, MERCS is no different. MERCS combat is streamlined; 
quick to act and quick to resolve. All rolls in MERCS must be equal to or higher than the target number in order to 
succeed. All combat starts with a Firing Number (FN)

FIRING NUMBER (FN)
The FN is based off your MERCS’ weapon. All ranged combat starts with this number, and is then modifi ed by 
movement, cover, range, elevation, and position. 

During your fi rst games, slow down, pay special attention to what is affecting the Firing Number and take the time 
required to apply the modifi ers correctly. Novice players will generally fail to capitalize on terrain bonuses and forget 
Personal Ability modifi ers such as Leadership, Heroic, and Eagle-eye; much to their detriment. 

RANGE (DISTANCE)
Due to the advanced weaponry of the MERCS 
age, Range is an easy discussion. There are three 
ranges: Melee, Short, and Long. If a miniature 
fi nds itself between two ranges, then that fi gure is 
considered to be in the shorter of the two ranges.

MELEE RANGE

Melee range is measured using the size of a MERCS 
miniature base. It is 30mm or roughly one inch. 
If an attacker is within one base of a target then 
the attacker is in melee range. He can perform a 
melee attack if he has the capability or fi re a ranged 
weapon if he has one that can be fi red in melee 
range. Most primary weapons cannot be fi red in 
melee range so make sure to check before you roll 
the dice.

SHORT RANGE

If an attacker is not in melee range but within one 
card of the target, then he receives a -2FN for being 
in short range. Most melee weapons and LRK 
weapons cannot be used in short range.

LONG RANGE

Any range over short range is long range. Weapons 
fi red at this distance are not modifi ed for range. 
Melee and short range weapons (pistols) cannot be 
used in long range.

Melee 1 miniature base -2 FN; Short Range only

Short <1 cards -2 FN; No LRK weapons

Long >1 cards No Short Range weapons

Long Range

Short Range

Melee Range

> 1 CARD LENGTH

WITHIN 1 BASE

< 1 CARD LENGTH
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COVER
Cover is defi ned as anything that provides an obstructed view of 
a target. In game terms, if anything obscures the Line of Sight 
(LOS) to a target, whether it provides an armor bonus or not, it 
is considered cover. Walls, hills, cars, corners, rubble, barrels, 
sandbags, even other MERCS can all be considered cover.

MERCS miniatures are dynamic. They don’t tend to be standing 
still. For purposes of LOS, a MERCS miniature is assumed to 
inhabit a cylinder the circumference of the miniature’s base up to 
the scaled height of eight feet (ER2).

There are three levels of cover: Full, Half, and No Cover. 

Full Cover means the target is not visible, but can still be fi red 
upon. Full Cover modifi es the FN +3. It is only used in special 
cases, as Full Cover denotes the target can’t be seen which usually 
means the target cannot be attacked. 

SAVE THE DEBATE FOR LATER
MERCS games are heavy on action. Any debate on the validity of a target should be decided in favor of action; 
err on the side of carnage. 

Half-cover means the target is somewhat visible, and can be fi red upon. The Half-cover modifi er is +1 FN. It is 
important to note that half-cover denotes anything from the target barely being visible to it barely being behind 
something. 

No Cover means the target is completely defenseless except for his or her Armor 
Value. No Cover modifi es the FN -1: the target is easier to hit.

No model’s cover is ever lower than the No Cover -1 FN. Nor can the model’s cover 
exceed Full Cover +3 FN. Cover does not stack.

OBSTACLES
There is a difference between cover and obstacles. Cover 
is a barrier that a target may be attacked through.

Obstacles are barriers that prevent even an opportunity 
to attack. Elevated terrain that completely hides the 
target is an obstacle, or an interior structure that 
prevents Line of Sight is an obstacle.

Obstacles also block area-of-effect damage.

FULL COVER
The full cover bonus exists for three reasons, KemVar, Keizai Waza and template weapons. 

KemVar receives full cover bonuses for being behind half-cover.

Keizai Waza can reduce a level of cover. In the game you cannot fi re at someone behind full cover, with the 
exception of Waza. 

When using a template weapon, if a target is behind another fi gure or fi gures so effectively that the target can’t 
be seen but can still be targeted, the target receives full cover bonuses.

Full Cover +3 FN

Half Cover +1 FN

No Cover -1 FN

ELEVATION IN COMBAT
Elevated terrain, be it natural or man-made, modifi es the 
FN. Targets taking fi re from a superior elevated position 
are easier to hit. Conversely, drawing fi re on a trooper 
from an inferior depressed position increases the 
diffi culty of the shot.
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MERCS can be played in 3D 
terrain or 2D terrain. All MERCS 
archetypes have an Elevation 
Rating (ER). One ER level 
represents roughly four feet. 
When playing with both 2D and 
3D terrain, a standard, to scale, 
second fl oor is ER3.

Low ground +1FN

High ground -1 FN

Elevated targets that are two ER 
levels above the attacker receive 
Half-Cover bonuses as well.

Neither MERCS would receive cover in this situation 
though elevation bonus/penalties would apply.

Much like example A, neither MERCS would receive 
cover in this situation though elevation bonus/penalties 
would apply.

Both MERCS would receive cover in this situation and 
elevation bonus/penalties would apply.

The elevated MERCS receives cover, because the edge 
of the building obscures the target. The lower MERCS 
does not, because the the edge of the building is 
“captured” by the elevated MERCS.

A B

C D

HIGH GROUND -1

LOW GROUND +1

ER 1

ER 2

ER 3
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REAR

Rear attacks are self-explanatory, and easy to measure. If the model attacking is in the 90 degree rear quadrant of 
the target the attack is considered to be an attack from the Rear. 

FLANK

A Flank attack is trickier. For an attack from the side to be considered a Flank attack, and thus receive the bonuses to hit and 
damage, the target must be engaged with another miniature in melee. Furthermore, the assailant must clearly be attacking 
from the 90 degree side quadrant and have a clean Line of Sight.

STEALTH

Stealth is granted through the Personal Ability Stealth or a Corporate Ability like KemVar’s Active Camoufl age. 

If the unit has Stealth, then he or she moves at a reduced speed but is granted the half-cover modifi er. KemVar’s 
camoufl age is not capped at the half-cover bonus; the Caes da Guerra receive a bonus tier of cover added onto their 
existing cover, capping out at Full Cover. 

Stealth -1 MP, grants Half-cover

Active Camoufl age Increases existing cover one level, cap=Full Cover

FIRING AT A MOVING TARGET

Firing at a Moving Target is a special movement modifi er that only occurs during a Simultaneous Action. It is 
explained in more detail in the Simultaneous Actions section, but because it is based on movement the modifi er is 
provided in the table below. Remember, the only time this modifi er comes into play is during a Simultaneous 
Action.

Firing at Moving Target +1FN

POSITION
Positional modifi ers are determined by the position of 
the shooter in relation to the target. It is important to 
realize that orientation to the target is more than just 
clear LOS. There are two positional modifi ers: Flank
and Rear.

Flank
-1 FN and +1 Weapon Strength (only if 
target is engaged and has clear LOS)

Rear -2 FN and +2 Weapon Strength

FRONT

REAR

FLANK FLANK
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GRENADES

There are many different types of grenades, but only a 
few do actual Blood damage. Most don’t even have a FN, 
because they affect all targets (friend or foe) in the blast 
area. Like all weapons, grenades are given a Strength 
stat. Unlike other weapons, grenades also have a throw 
range icon, and a limited number of uses. 

The range a MERCS can throw a grenade is measured in 
cards and illustrated by the range arrow and a number. 
However, some grenades are shot and not thrown. In 
these cases, the grenade type still might have a range 
arrow and number, but will also have a FN. In cases 
such as these, the attacker must hit for the grenade the 
target for the grenade to be effective. 

The ground can be targeted by grenade launcher or gun 
at a FN3 (FN5 – 2FN for No Cover). 

Once a grenade is thrown, any units inside the blast 
zone, are considered to have been hit by the grenade. 
Depending on the range, place a thrown counter at the 
landing spot, then center the two card blast circle over 
the counter. The template may be turned in any direction 
to check for impact. 

After hits are determined, follow the standard damage 
check procedures: comparing weapon strength to armor 
value to resolve Blood damage. Be sure to include any 
armor bonuses from cover which would still apply, even 
though the LOS penalties do not.

TARGETING & LOS

A grenade is not able to be thrown to a location the attacker cannot see. However, a grenade can be thrown to an 
open spot on the ground so the blast can affect a target around a corner.

TARGETING ALLIES

Unless attacking with a weapon that uses a template to target, squad mates cannot harm each other. Any weapon 
that uses a fi ring template can injure, incapacitate, cause armor failures, or kill friend and foe alike. Any allies caught 
in the fi ring diagram of the attacks are treated like any other target; calculate modifi ers (including Personal Abilities) 
and roll to hit.

MELEE COMBAT
If two units are within one base length of each other and possess the Melee ability, they are considered to be 
engaged in hand-to-hand combat. Not all units are able to participate in hand-to-hand combat. In order to make a 
hand-to-hand attack a MERCS soldier must have a number in the Melee stat numerical cell. If this number is 0, that 
MERCS trooper can still make H2H attacks. This number represents the MERCS’ training or profi ciency in fi sticuffs. 
If the card doesn’t have a melee stat, then that MERCS soldier cannot attack in melee combat.

FN IN MELEE

In Melee, the attacker’s FN is equivalent to the target’s Reaction. If there are any positional modifi ers to the FN, the 
Reaction is affected. In this way, MERCS is able to simulate the fact that heavily armored troops are less agile and 
unable to dodge a quick physical strike. 

Once the target number is established, the attacker rolls a d10 and adds his or her Melee bonus. If the result meets 
or exceeds the FN, the target is hit. Like all combat, Blood damage and Armor checks are resolved at the time the 
attack is made.

All fi gures are being hit by the CCC’s Shrapnel Grenade
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CALCULATING DAMAGE
Damage is called Blood in MERCS. It is calculated after performing an attack in either ranged combat or melee combat. 

The formula is simple:

WEAPON STRENGTH
A weapon’s strength is located in a burst next to the word Wpn Str. This number is used in conjunction with Armor 
Value to determine Blood damage. It can be modifi ed by Positional modifi ers or Personal Abilities. 

BLOOD

Blood is the amount of life left in a unit. The Blood icon is printed on the card but it moves around 
depending upon character card layout. The value is always placed in the drop of blood symbol and is 
easily readable. You can keep track of Blood by placing counters directly on the cards, or by placing 
counters with the miniature. 

MEDKITS
There is only one way to recover lost Blood, and that is the use of a Medkit. Medics are the only unit trained for 
battlefi eld triage, and not all MegaCon MERCS squads utilize the services of a Medic. 

The Medic is typically an extremely high value target for your opponent, make sure that you don’t miss the 
opportunities to use every one of his Medkits.

To use a Medkit, the MERCS must be within one base of the target and use his or her action for that round.

ARMOR FAILURE

Regardless of Blood damage, if a MERC is hit, he or she must make an Armor Failure check. The roll is 
relatively simple, roll equal to or over the modifi ed (if applicable) Armor Failure number.

If the result is a success, the MERCS armor continues to work fl awlessly—nothing happens. However, 
if the roll ends in failure a couple things happen: First, that MERC moves at -2MP, starting the action after the armor 
failure. Second, his or her Armor Value is reduced by 1. 

Armor Failures do not stack. If a target is hit by multiple attacks, and one causes an Armor Failure, there is no need 
to check for further Armor Failures. Moreover, the penalties assigned to Armor Failures do not take place until after 
that attack’s barrage ends, so the bullets in the same attack are not checked against the lower Armor Value. 

ARMOR VALUE

Located in the lower left hand portion of the card in a green Shield is the Armor Value. This number is 
used along with Weapon Strength to determine Blood. Armor Value is a static number. The maximum 
Armor Value a MERCS trooper can have is 4. 

The formula for damage is fairly straightforward: if the Weapon Strength is equal to or greater than the Armor Value, 
then 1 Blood is done per d10 success. The amount of Blood damage is not based upon the difference between the 
weapon strength and the Armor Value, but rather the number of attacks that hit the target or the type of attack.

Unless stated otherwise on the card (like the Assassin’s Charge), an attacker can only cause 1 blood damage per 
d10. An attacker’s opportunity to infl ict more Blood damage is a result of to the amount of attacks they make: the 
more dice rolled the better the chance to cause Blood damage. 
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LOAD OR AIM

Likewise, the Load action or the Aim action requires 
the model to take a round between actions. Unlike 
Load & Aim, Load refers to only the Load portion, 
while Aim refers only to the Aim segment. 

In some cases with the Load CCM, the unit must 
notify all players what type of ammo they are using 
next. Moreover, the choices of ammo are limited, so 
taking advantage of what ammo you have loaded is 
important in achieving the maximum potential of the 
troopers.

Load 1 round between shots

Aim 1 round between shots

HOLD
The Hold action means the unit will not perform an action this turn. Any MERCS on Hold receive a +2 to his or her 
Initiative the following round. 

REPAIRING
There are two ways to get a MERCS moving again once his or her armor has failed: the Repair skill and Repair kits. 
If the Repair roll succeeds or a Repair kit is used, the MERC is immediately returned to normal functionality: their full 
movement and Armor Value are restored. They can even move that round if their Initiative hasn’t come up.

The Repair skill is assigned a number on the card which determines the success or failure of that MERCS’ attempt 
to Repair armor, either their’s or their comrades’. The Repair roll, like all rolls, must be equal to or greater than the 
target number. This roll can be modified by Personal Abilities like Leadership, or Heroic. 

Repair kits work just like Medkits. Only Monkeywrench MERCS have the skill to use Repair kits. Like Medics, 
Monkeywrenches must be within one base length of the target and use his or her action for that round.

COMBAT CLASS MANEUVERS (CCM)
CCM are maneuvers associated with a particular class. Sometimes they are a necessary action for the class to 
function, while other times they are bonus skills the class can attempt if they choose to. 

FIRE & MOVE

This is an optional CCM. There is no specific order 
associated with this CCM, so a MERCS can do either 
first followed by the other. The bonus is obviously 
the capacity to Fire & Move. The drawbacks are the 
penalty modifiers applied to both facets of the CCM.

The MP of the MERCS is reduced by 1. Furthermore, 
the FN is increased by 2. This makes shots pretty 
difficult, unless the Move takes you into a better 
Range or Positional modifier.

Fire & Move -1 MP, +2 FN can perform in either order

SET & RIP

Set & Rip is linked with the Heavy Assault class and 
is mandatory if the Heavy intends to fire his primary 
weapon. Because their guns can sling so much 
ammo, producing enormous amounts of force, the 
Heavy Assault soldier must stay stationary for 1 round 
to “set” himself with ground anchors. Once set the 
unit can unleash hell in a 180 degree forward arc. Any 
movement, be it Snap to Cover or the free 90 degree 
turn requires the model to reset.

Armor Failure does not limit a heavy gunner’s ability 
to Set, nor does Armor Failure require a model to 
reset. Becoming incapacitated through an Ice Grenade 
or similar action can prevent a figure from taking a 
Set action but does not force a Set model to reset.

LOAD & AIM

Load & Aim is also a mandatory CCM for the Sniper 
class. The downtime between shots averages 2 
rounds of combat, although some PA reduce this 
time. During the downtime, Snipers can move, interact 
with objects, and even fire 
secondary weapons.

If a Sniper unit does not have the Load & Aim CCM 
attached to their weapon, then they are not subject to 
the Load & Aim penalty.

Load & Aim 2 round between shots
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When fi guring out what happens in an SA, it is important 
to remember a couple of basic guidelines. Suppression 
can cancel any action, even Simultaneous Actions. 
Overwatch takes place at the same time as the action, 
but is calculated before. Look to the ACM Order of 
Occurrence to sort things out.

WE’RE ON THE SAME SIDE!
Certain liberties may be taken with same team Simultaneous Actions. The need for counters in the Declaration 
phase can be set aside. However, clearly stated actions cannot. It is not fair to keep an action secret until you 
see the result of the fi rst action. 

PHASE THREE: REFRESH
The third phase of the game round is the Refresh Phase. During this phase, player check for certain results in 
scenario play and clean up the playing space. This phase tends to ge very fast and can be skipped completely if 
playing a versus match.

There is a specifi c order during the Refresh Phase:

If Move and Move are Declared: Players move their MERCS. If he or she is suppressed, no action takes place. If he 
or she is under an Overwatch, all attacks and all results are resolved completely before performing the movement. 
If he or she is the target of an attack, the target is considered to be Moving. Any LOS modifi ers are applied at the 
new position on the battle fi eld. If they are killed they die where they were shot. If their Armor fails, they fi nish their 
movement, then starting with the next round they receive the -2 MP penalty for broken armor.

If Move and Fire are Declared: This action is subject to Advanced Combat Maneuvers such as Suppression and/or 
Overwatch if the movement started in a fi eld of fi re. If they are suppressed, they are forced to stay in their starting 
position. Because Suppression happens fi rst in the Order of Occurrence, this could change the FN drastically. The 
moving player moves his or her MERCS half their movement, rounded down, and then check for Combat Actions. 
If they are the target of an attack, the target is considered to be Moving. If they are killed they die where they were 
shot. If their Armor fails, they fi nish their movement, and then starting with the next round they receive the -2 MP 
penalty for broken armor.

If Fire and Fire are Declared: If both parties are fi ring, their actions take place at the same time. Even if one or both 
MERCS are killed, their combat action results still take place. Even in the case of Overwatch, if the Overwatch action 
kills the acting MERC, their action still takes place. 

1. Check for victory 

2. Special Action results

3. Continuing “over time” conditions

4. Clean up the playing space

CHAIN OF OCCURRENCE:
1. Suppression

2. Overwatch

3. Action

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS (SA)
If during the Initiative phase two or more MERCS roll the same Initiative and they share the same Reaction, even if 
those units are on the same team, a SA occurs. 

Use MERCS counters to determine the actions. There are three counters needed: Move, Combat Action, Hold. 
Players select one of the three actions and place the counter face down on the playing surface. When all players have 
selected their action, then the counters are fl ipped face side up and the actions are revealed. In this way, a player 
cannot change his action after seeing or hearing what another player is going to do.

It is very important that conditions for victory are checked before special actions results, because oftentimes in a 
scenario the victory is achieved by completing a special action. Refreshing in this order allows both players one 
more game turn to act.
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NAME TYPE RANGE 
MODIFIER MELEE MODIFIER SPECIAL RULES

Melee Range - See Melee Stat 1 base length; no long range weapons

Short Range -2 FN NA 1 card length; no LRK weapons

Long Range - NA >1 card, no short range weapons

High Ground 
(attacker has)

Elevation -1 FN +1 to roll non-standard climbs

Low Ground 
(attacker has)

Elevation +1 FN -1 to roll non-standard climbs

Flank Positional
-1 FN, 

+1 Wpn Str
-1 Reaction, 
+1 Wpn Str

target engaged, attack from side

Rear Positional
-2 FN, 

+2 Wpn Str
-2 Reaction, 
+2 Wpn Str

attack from rear

Moving Target Movement +1 FN -1 to roll Simultaneous Action

Stealth Movement
-1 MP, 
+1 FN

-1 to roll KemVar AC stacks with cover

Fire & Move CCM
-1 MP, 
+2 FN

- can perform in either order

Set & Rip CCM - - no activity for 1 rnd, reset after movement

Load & Aim CCM -2 FN - 2 rnds between shots

No Cover LOS -1 FN - -

Half-cover LOS +1 FN -1 to roll -

Full Cover LOS +3 FN - -

d10/attack = FN + Modifi ers

FN MODIFIER TABLE
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WORLD OF MERCS

To compete with the outsourcing of jobs, the U.S.A., falling in line with Europe and the far East, placed 
a moratorium on merger and monopoly litigation.

2121

Having been outmuscled and outmanned in the global market due to increasingly cheap foreign labor and obtuse 

government regulation, the United States of America slid from its once lofty position as the only world super-power. 

The age of consumer capitalism faded, and with it, the States’ glory days.

The rest of the world’s fl exibility led to a slow but steady shift in economic power to India, China, and the growing 

markets of South America and Africa. 

Discontent with this cycle of change, American businesses petitioned congress in 2120 to change the laws 

governing consumer protection and fair trade — commonly referred to as monopolies. 

In 2121, having swept into power on a platform of change- business reform and international trade tariffs-the 

President and Congress worked together to create new legislation to govern monopoly litigation and mergers: 

Cooperative Investment — CoInvest. 

The changes were gradual, but successful. American corporations could once again compete with the world. The 

dollar grew in strength, and the States prospered. 

Over the following 22 years, American corporations bought out, liquidated, merged, and otherwise acquired 

companies all over the world. Other countries soon followed suit, relaxing their own policies on multi-national 

corporations.

Multi-national global system mega-conglomerates (MegaCons) were created, and by the time the world’s 

governments stopped to reign them in, it was too late. The companies were so intertwined with each other that the 

claim of national origin was always disputable when necessary. 

HOW IT CAME TO BE…
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After all the mergers, 16 MegaCons existed. The 

MegaCons rapidly took responsibility for non-

traditional services: they spearheaded national 

security interests, assumed regional administration 

and local utilities, issued company endorsed fi nancial 

notes, until they were responsible for almost every 

facet of a person’s daily life. Their fi ngers were in 

all the pots; everything was a subsidiary of these 16 

global systems. 

In 2150, to further exert control over the world’s 

energy supply, the energy super giant KemVar 

fused with the existing political nations of Brazil and 

Venezuela. The fi rst corporate nation was realized. 

The citizens became worker-citizens, paper currency 

was eliminated: all income was derived from your 

salary, your purchasing power determined your 

professional standing. How you saw people and 

how people saw you was based upon your salary. 

The military was folded into a special securities 

division under the handle MERCS (Military Economic 

Reconnaissance Counter Security).

Quarterly earnings spiked. Dividends produced 

unprecedented yields. The executive board was 

overwhelmed by the possibilities and quickly moved 

to capitalize on their gains in unprecedented ways. 

KemVar became the world’s largest supplier of energy 

and was able to invest even more money into energy 

development. Without government regulations to 

impede them, advances were staggering.

It didn’t take the world long to notice; fearing their 

own obsolescence in world affairs, more governments 

merged their national assets with corporations. 

Over the following three years one government after 

another quickly fell into line with the new global 

system, abandoning independence for relevance. By 

2154, autonomous nations ceased to exist. 

MERCS’ division size, money, and technology 

remained less than seven percent of total MegaCon 

expenditures in the early era of Global Systems. It 

was believed by the naïve and uninformed that the 

time of violent global action was passed; the new 

battlefi eld was the courtroom.

2150
The fi rst corporate state was realized. The military was folded 
into the special securities division and given a new handle: 
MERCS (Military Economic Reconnaissance Counter Security)

2151-2154
More governments began to offi cially merge their assets 
with corporations, until autonomous nations ceased to exist. 
These new corporate nations followed suit and created special 
securities divisions of their own.

In New York, District 12, a corporate rights litigation notice 
incited a near riot. MERCS were deployed for the fi rst time. The 
result was overwhelming. 

2155

2123-2145
During this twenty-two year span, corporate mergers formed 
multi-national mega-conglomerates, simply referred to as 
MegaCons. By the time the world’s governments realized what 
was happening, it was too late. After all the mergers, 16 global 
corporations existed. The MegaCons rapidly took responsibility 
for non-traditional services; they spearheaded national security 
interests, assumed regional administration and local utilities, 
and issued company-endorsed fi nancial notes until they were 
responsible for almost every facet of a person’s daily life. 
Eventually, the world and everything in it came under the 
administration of one of the 16 MegaCons. Everything became 
a subsidiary of these 16 super corporations.
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In 2155, a corporate subsidiary of the CCC revolted. MERCS were sent in for the fi rst time as a purely military force 

— the result was overwhelming. The subsidiary was contained, then collapsed. The loss of time and income was 

less than 1.2%. Almost overnight, CCC MERCS funding and recruitment increased 10 fold.

On Thursday, September 30, 2156, after an uneven fi scal year, seven global systems chose to lay off workers from 

all sectors. The action resulted in riots and the breakdown of corporate control. In all cases, MERCS were ordered to 

regain control. This time the results were different. MERCS from these MegaCons had been part of the cutbacks, and 

refused to quell the violence. Moreover, while MERCS divisions had received a large amount of investment capital, 

the MERCS themselves were still viewed as second class worker-citizens and had no promotion incentive. The 

inaction on the part of their security divisions resulted in the complete dissolution of fi ve global systems. 

In the following years September 30th was celebrated by the unaligned citizenry trying to remove the yoke of 

corporate control as Freedom Day. MegaCons openly referred to the day as D-Day — Dissolution Day.

These terminations rippled through the rest of the world. Everywhere, MERCS payment plans and promotion 

schemes were being reevaluated. 

The global markets had suddenly become much more risky. MegaCons were not prepared for the growing demands 

of their own internal securities divisions.

This was exacerbated by the guerilla actions of the disbanded global systems’ workers and MERCS. The resulting 

employees, technology, and weapons form what would be termed the “Lost Margin.” Travel within these zones 

becomes extremely dangerous. These rogue bands of MERCS and citizens became the FCC.

With a growing external demand by the citizen–soldiers of the Lost Margin and internal fears of open revolt, 

MegaCon MERCS become better equipped, fi nanced, trained, and promoted. They begin to take on corporate 

identities and philosophies.

In April of 2168, to make the ever-growing attacks by the guerilla militants illegal, and to provide a neutral system for 

the MegaCons to resolve their grievances, the Global Corporate Court was created. The GCC was made up of MERCS 

and MegaCon liaisons from all existing global systems.

2156-2167
The remaining employees, technology 
and weapons form what was termed the 
“Lost Margin.” Travel within these zones 
becomes extremely dangerous.

2156
Thursday, September 30: After an uneven fi scal 
year, seven Global Systems chose to lay off 
workers across the board, including their securities 
divisions. These layoffs weren’t taken well, 
inciting riots and the breakdown of corporate 
control. MERCS, who were also affected by the 
cuts, refused to obey corporate memos and action 
items regarding security direction, resulting in the 
complete dissolution of fi ve Global Systems. 
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In August of that same year, the GCC was tested for the fi rst time. MERCS from EU, Inc. and USCR engaged in a 

massive, and very costly, confl ict in Amsterdam. The local FCC House subtly manipulated the two MegaCons into 

a full scale open confl ict within the city of Amsterdam. After realizing the subterfuge of the FCC Housemaster, both 

Cons engaged in a tactical fi nd and kill hunt in the belly of the sprawling megalopolis. In a matter of days the historic 

city was reduced to piles of rubble clogging its once famous canals. 

The GCC fi nally stepped in to stop the atrocities. Each MegaCon received a then record fi ne and were censured 

harshly. The USCR refused to comply with the GCC’s mandate initially, but MERCS support from the world’s 

MegaCons quickly reinforced the GCC as more than just a straw man. 

The GCC was not without its detractors. In November of 2168, after posting unattractive fi scal earnings, KemVar 

invaded the Texico owned Panama Canal. The swift strike and occupation of the valuable territory brought quick 

petition to the GCC from Texico. Infl uenced by KemVar money, the GCC refused to take the case.  

Texico turned to the FCC, and, with assistance of their Black Ops squad, recovered the Canal. This was the fi rst 

open, joint-operative negotiation between a House of the FCC and a world conglomerate. Conversely, when KemVar 

petitioned the GCC for restitution and damages from Texico’s action, the GCC acquiesced and levied a fi ne against 

Texico for “negotiations with non-certifi ed unregulated parties.” Regardless of any fi nes, with the GCC’s citation of 

the previously unrecognized FCC, they instantly became a major player in international policy. 

The entirety of 2169 consisted of the FCC making major advancements on all fronts along the Lost Margin. 

Independent, yet interconnected, Houses of the FCC popped up seemingly out of nowhere. MegaCons found 

themselves on the defensive around the world.

FCC Black Ops forces, rumored to be supported by regulars from both Texico and Ios, continued to push back 

KemVar MERCS all the way to the steps of KemVar’s corporate capital — Guanabara Bay. KemVar was rescued by 

Eclison Tavares Jorge Machado and his Caes de Guerra. Debate ensued about how much Eclison knew about the 

FCC operation.

Guerrilla-style incursions begin by the 
now organized Free Corporate Control 
(FCC) from the unoccupied Lost Margin.

Major Confl icts: Brussels’ Holdings, 
Paris Initiative, Johnson’s March 
(Sacramento, California), Guanabara 
Bay (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

2169
Kolkata Incursions: This ten-month initiative was designed by the the East India 
Company (EIC) to sweep into the Lost Margin in order to take back certain facilities left 
vacant. It was a catastrophic failure. The FCC was unexpectedly organized. They were 
MERCS trained and supplied by various Global Systems who felt it was not in their 
best interest to allow the facilities to merge with the EIC.

To ensure justice and help regulate the Mega Con’s global affairs, the GCC was granted 
new judicial privileges, including an active investigation team and tactical police force.

2170
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Within EU, Inc’s Paris holdings, FCC forces established a 

temporary House. Termed the Paris Initiative among the 

other Houses, the FCC managed to establish and hold, 

for a period of six months, a unique entity within the 

MegaCon’s territory. During the period of occupation, 

the FCC disrupted and destroyed EU, Inc internal 

initiatives. Though EU, Inc claims their forces fi nally 

decimated the FCC usurpers, it was only after granting 

the FCC a three month period of clemency. Despite 

EU, Inc’s claims, it is widely whispered that the FCC 

brokered a deal with EU, Inc, and withdrew peacefully. 

2170 saw a truly committed EIC venture into the Lost 

Margin in an effort to secure facilities left behind by the 

dissolution of HK-Holding Company. EIC’s lagging R&D 

department thought to secure some of HK-Holdings 

unsecured tech as a result of their dissolution. The FCC 

was ready and unexpectedly organized. FCC House 9 

purposefully used sparse and inept resistance along 

the approach to Hong Kong in order to draw out EIC’s 

forces and present themselves as a deceptively weak 

opponent. 

The FCC sprung the next part of their trap in June of 

2170. As the EIC forces approached downtown Hong 

Kong, FCC forces detonated Two International Finance 

Centre completely crushing the front echelon of the EIC 

forces. In the ensuing chaos, FCC struck EIC leadership 

with targeted hit squads, followed by an overwhelming 

fl ank attack. Routed and reeling, the EIC retreated back 

to Kolkata. 

Just one month removed from the massive death toll 

in Hong Kong, the FCC unleashed the next phase their 

plan. Using FCC long-term moles within EIC, the FCC 

hacked into the EIC database, and uploaded Trojan-9, 

an adapting seeker virus that rendered the EIC’s 

archaic MERCS battle-armor useless. The results were 

previously unfathomable. Hundreds of thousands of EIC 

MERCS and investors were slaughtered in the streets. 

Well-fi nanced FCC forces attempt a hostile takeover of 
several Global Systems. This resulted in an enormous loss 
of resources to the targeted MegaCons, and the dissolution 
of two more Systems: Royal Holdings and the United Arab 
Emirates. Nine MegaCons remain.

2171

2168
With the global market fl uctuating due to uncertain risk 
assessments, MERCS became better equipped, fi nanced, 
and trained. They began to take on corporate identities and 
philosophies.

The Global Corporate Court (GCC) was formed in April of 
this year to arbitrate the escalating confl icts and corporate 
espionage.
Major Confl icts: Seattle Seven, Panama Canal Occupation, 
Baker Square (Jamestown, South Africa), Pu Yong Riots, 
the Razing of Amsterdam
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Only the GCC stepping in to investigate the origins of House 9’s training, fi nancial support, and stunning opposition 

to EIC’s advance kept the FCC from wiping the EIC off the ledgers. Spurred by their benefactors desire to appease 

GCC’s investigators and avoid serious censure, the FCC quickly disappear. The GCC’s investigation uncovered 

major indiscretions involving Royal Holdings and UAE. Once again, the GCC cited the MegaCons for their use 

of non-certifi ed unregulated parties while declaring the EICs actions a lawfully sanctioned business acquisition. 

The EIC lobbied for substantial levies and compensation, which they received. The fallout within Royal Holdings 

and the United Arab Emirates forced upper management to change their direction, and weakened the MegaCons 

substantially, leaving them in no position to actively defend themselves from external hostile actions.

The wealthiest FCC Houses, 4 and 7, successfully dissolved two Global Systems: Royal Holdings, and the United 

Arab Emirates. This brings the number of active systems to nine. A third house, House 9, tried and failed to dissolve 

the USCR. With House 9 forces driving deep within USCR territory, USCR turned to a new ultra-heavy armored 

MERCS prototype. The United Soviet Corporate Republic’s victory 80 miles outside Moscow, at Kolomna, is depicted 

in Ibratov’s masterpiece, The Bear’s Last Breath. The massive coordinated effort was a warning to the world’s 

MegaCons to back and interact with the FCC at great risk.

The FCC Houses, though loosely connected and organized in similar ways, were organized in such a way that 

they still acted independently of each other. Royal Holdings had miscalculated the ramifi cations of the system; a 

deal with House 9 against the EIC did not prevent retaliation from House 4. The FCC won in both cases. This new 

understanding was to be instrumental in the reorganization into today’s modern MERCS force.

MERCS units are rapidly increased in size and pay. In the public’s eye, this is not only acceptable but seen as necessary in order 
to defend their investments.

2172
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To combat the increasingly 

aggressive and effective FCC, 

the remaining 9 MegaCons 

(CCC, KemVar, USCR, sefadu, 

EU Inc., Ios, Texico, EIC, and 

Keizai Waza) met secretly, for the 

fi rst and last time, on the Greek 

island of Monemvasía to discuss 

proliferation. Not much is known 

about how each Global System 

profi ted from the meeting, but 

what is clearly delineated from 

their gathering is the across the 

board spending initiatives to bolster 

MERCS numbers and technology, 

and to give the GCC more 

substantive powers for combating 

the FCC. The creation of the GCC 

Judges were a direct result of the 

Monemvasia meetings.

The PR push was as massive as it 

was effective. In the public’s eye, it 

became essential for the Systems 

to defend their investments and the 

worker-citizens. Hiring initiatives 

pushed all employees of age into 

MERCS volunteer programs. 

Service guaranteed management 

positions, which further increased 

spending and MERCS initiatives. 

Hiring initiatives entice newcomers into the MERCS; service guarantees a 
management position. MERCS are often loaned to the FCC as Black Ops in order 
to combat competing MegaCon growth.

Major Confl icts: Boston Skirmishes, Kansas City Demarcation, Ankara Policing 
Action (Turkey), Lagos Confl ict, Goryeo Secession

2173

In February, the USCR attempted a hostile takeover of Keizai Waza using their 
new heavy armor MERCS. The campaign continued until the CEO of the USCR was 
assassinated. Despite heavy speculation, no evidence was found to link the killing 
to Keizai Waza, so the GCC was unable to pursue prosecution. 

2174
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MERCS special forces were still secretly loaned out to the 

FCC Black Ops programs, but a set of protocols were created 

to deal with the ugly aspects of retaliation and friendly fi re. 

To this end, the GCC created FCC liaison positions within 

each mega-conglomerate to regulate the hiring of MERCS for 

contract assignments. 

With the new found regulation regarding the FCC Houses, major 

battles drastically reduced in frequency though skirmishes still 

sprung up on occasion. 2175 was a relatively peaceful year, compared to the volatile years that preceded it. 

The world seemed to have turned the corner, and MERCS were credited with the stabilization in the world’s 

economy. Then in February of 2174, the USCR attempted a hostile takeover of Keizai Waza. Surprisingly, the GCC 

refused to mobilize its police force. The battle raged until the CEO of the USCR, Victor Tsvetsnov was assassinated.

The GCC was called to investigate, but no evidence was found linking the assassination to Keizai Waza or the FCC. In 

protest, the USCR expelled the FCC liaison and sealed the GCC offi ces in all of its corporate territories.

In 2176, the GCC moved into the USCR branch in Amur on the southern border of USCR corporate territory without 

invitation under the escort of its newly autonomous MERCS force, and reopened its GCC embassy there. Met with 

worldwide protests, the Corporate Republic eventually relented and reopened 8 of the 18 GCC embassies. 

The following half-decade was peppered with drawn out confl icts across the globe. The FCC had begun to infi ltrate 

spies and offi cial representatives within the Global System structure. The CCC fought a pitched battle, not with the 

FCC, but with a rogue MERCS group in Detroit for two years before voiding the whole branch in late 2179. 

In 2180, KemVar initiated the Panama Project. While Texico was busy supporting the CCC’s efforts to rid 

Indianapolis of FCC House 2; KemVar, using a much more stable and refi ned Active Camoufl age system, reoccupied 

the Panama Canal with little bloodshed. Unconcerned with anything more than the Canal, KemVar immediately self-

reported their transgressions to the GCC. The penalties levied against KemVar were substantial, but they were not 

forced to relinquish any property. Texico, left without their main source of equity, is deemed to be within fi ve years 

of foreclosure unless they re-secure the Canal. 
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2183
PresentMajor Confl icts: Detroit Confl ict, Munich Massacre, Amur Escort (Russia), 

Panama Project (Reoccupation), Indianapolis Sweeps

2175-2182




